29.07.60.00
BERG E-Gran Tour Off Road 4 seats F

A
C

B
Size A: 190 B: 46
in cm

D

C: 102 D: 115 E: n/a F: n/a

EAN-code: ......
Box 1: 120x100x80 cm (2 on Block-pallet) 29.07.51
Box 2: 100x58x40 cm (10 on Block-pallet) 29.07.31

6+ yrs
Total weight: ....kg

Cardboard in packaging: 4000gr

Max weight
user: 350kg
Max length
user: n/a

Parental
supervision
required: YES

Plastic material in packaging: 200gr

Introduction
This E-version of Gran Tour is a 4 person family bicycle with electric pedal assist. The product is
intented for rental use at e.g. campsites/boulevards, etc. The electric pedal assist makes your
customers experience an unforgettably comfortable ride. The E-Gran Tour offers your customers the
best holiday experience there is. It’s relaxing, fun, safe and a group activity for young and old.
There are almost no real other competitor products that offer the same functionality of electric pedal
assist. And if so, such products are surpassed on look & feel. The E-Gran Tour product quality has
gotten very reliable through multiple years of product development. This makes the need for product
maintenance very low. Also, the product price is very competitive and surely the E-Gran Tour offers
the highest revenue through rental when compared with other electric fun mobility vehicles!
Because the lithium-ion battery is directly exchangeable with a spare battery (optional), the E-Gran
Tour does not have any downtime and is always available for rent-out. This is an unique feature when
compared with electric vehicles powered by lead batteries.
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Specifications / USP’s
E-specific specs:
1. 500W brushless electric motor, with <250W nominal power. Max. inclination of road: 5°
2. Easily exhangeable 36V, 15Ah lithium-ion battery (3hrs duration) with fast charger (2,5hrs max)
3. Max. speed for E-assist: 9km/h (higher is possible by pedaling although without E-assist)
General product specs:
1. Color is bright orange for the seats and most other plastics and black for the frame
2. Appropriate for two adults and two children
3. Two rear seats and two front seats. Front seats in combination with safety belts
4. Trustworthy steering
5. Freewheel transmission system (forward pedaling is combined with freewheeling when feet are
hold still). Freewheel is mounted on both sides (driver’s side & passenger’s side).
6. Hand brake and parking brake on the rear wheels
7. 460mm diameter Off Road wheels with very low wear rubber and strong, thick plastic rims
8. New: seat frame has tight grip on the frame. Product lifetime is greatly enhanced
9. Demountable swing axle (15⁰ swing)
10. Since 2013 demountable rear axle from special high strength steel. Extreme product abuse that is
cause for breaking axles (e.g. collisions, overloading) can easily be serviced with spare parts.
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